
 

 

 

 

 

 

Middle-grader FILO FARNSWORTH can’t focus! His brain feels like a bag of microwave popcorn that never 
slows down around that two-minute mark. This has been a problem his whole life so he’s pretty sure he’s 
gone completely gonzo when three owl-faced space-wizards show up one night and tell him his frazzled 
mind holds the key to saving the world!  

When we first meet Filo he can’t stop daydreaming long enough to get to the bus stop on time. Then, 
after he witnesses what he thought was his physicist father’s death in a scientific experiment gone wrong, 
Filo vows to finally grow up, get serious and stop fantasizing about being a super-hero. Except now he 
must embrace his hyper-active imagination if he is going to unlock the power of THE COSMOCRON, a 
mysterious relic not of our world. Only then will he be able to rescue his dad and stop the forces of the 
evil PRINCE CAIRNUS BAHN of the VOORHERIUM-- an Inter-dimensional Empire of Space-Vampires hell-
bent on turning Earth’s human population into food!  

Fear not-- Filo is not alone on his quest to solve the puzzle of the Cosmocron and thwart Earth’s invaders! 
His savvy best friend ELLIE is always ready for adventure, his tiny but brave dog KIRBY always has his back 
and when Filo’s mind connects with the Cosmocron he’s able to conjure the enigmatic GRAY MAN—a 
cosmic powered super-hero avatar animated by Filo’s unconscious mind.  

With a quick moving plot, irreverent humor and emotionally engaging heroes AND villains, this graphic 
novel series (3 books, 220-260 pages each) is perfect for middle grade readers of both personal and indie 
comics who love exploring sprawling, mind-bending worlds like THE GREATER ORBIT—the Harry Potter 
meets Flash Gordon “Sci-fantasy” universe of the FILO FARNSWORTH series.  

As a life-long comic fanatic and Rhode Island School of Design trained artist, I 
have a grounding in both the culture and form of the medium.  However, the real 
inspiration of this story is my family. Art had left my life until a few years ago 
when my boys (now 10 and 12) got hooked on comics and drawing. Drawing with 
them rekindled that passion in me. My wife, a children’s librarian, adds fuel to 
the fire as well-- every week she brings home new eye-catching and inspiring 
graphic novels and keeps me linked into what’s resonating with the kids in our 
town. 

 20 FINISHED SAMPLE COMIC PAGES W/ CHAPTER “COVERS”! 
 CHARACTERS AND CONCEPTS – MEET THE CAST!  
 SAMPLE SCRIPT, CHAPTERS 1-3! 
 COMPLETE MANUSCRIPT FOR BOOK ONE (110 PAGES)! 
 ONE PAGE SYNOPSIS OF BOOKS 1,2 & 3!    


